



Department of Housing arid Urban Levelo;.ticnt

Office of Metropolitan Devalopncnt

Minutes of New CorrL-1unities Study Meeting
April 24, 1967

Present: (MD)	 Charles Hear
Peter Le:is
Fred :":cLaublin
Thight Rettie
Dom. Noorath
Torn icrehousc
Mike Churchill
Lenny Keyes

(Consultants) Dan Holland	 -	
Williajn Letwin		

ili-en Travis	
l4ort Zuckcrraan

c-emral

Peter Lewis opened the meeting by pointing out that what we want

out of all these studies is a legislative proposal, a draft bill on new

cor.u ni-ties that we can take to Congress by October 35. ','Plat we arc

doing now is bririgin together the various pieces that are riscessary to

produce and support that piece of legislation. We have to sell the :ew

Town concept arid consequently have to be clear in our own minds what it -

is we have to sell and what constitute the justifications for that

product.

The general issue of new town definition rerged at this point. Are

we talking about totally ne cor'nunities with their own eccncnic base or

is it sufficient to say that the new tone concept et;phasizes a process

and that what the Federal govarrent should be concerned with is that

process of nticnalizing devalop-;ent whether it is in largu cccnosiclJ:r
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self-sunlcientccmmunities or small	 room devQ2nts? This general

issue--are new communities a process or a product--ran throughout the

course of the morning's discussion. The other genera]. issue about which

there was constant debate revolved around the role of the Federalgovern-rentin supporting the new town process-product. Is the Federal govern-

ment justified in supporting new town development tThich is aimed only

at the upper third of the it-come stream? Or does any Federal policy

aimed at aiding new town development also have to promote racial and

economic heterogeneity?

Messrs. Letwin, Holland and Travis maintained the position that the

racial-enomic issue constitutes an entirely separate category and that

government support of new towns can be justified solely on the planning

issue. Mr. Zuckernan held that while it may be the case that new towns

can survive if at all only by catering to the upper third income group,

that there was real question as to whether or not the Federal government

ranted to became deeply involved in helping the income groan that can

best help itself.

In turning to Fred McLaughlin's outline Mr. Haar made the point that

what he is interested in is not wide-ranging research, but rather a

ccmpilation of what we already know and specific remedies for critical

aspects of the new town process. There is a great deal of information

available and simply bringing it together Would constitute a meaningful

first step.

Each of the ite-is on Fred :cLauchltt's outline was approached with

this point of view in mind. e want to tap the best resources in the fit] c'.
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We have an iwediate need for a bill. We may want to draft a big, far

reaching bill inside HUD, but what goes u as legislation should be

considered a first step based on the input of the best people currently

engaged and that we can engage in aspects of the new town issue.

(The rest of these minutes are oranized around the specific points

in Fred McLaughuint s outline.)

Finance

Issue. The basic question here is what is wrong with the present

system? As Mr. Zuckerman pointed out, the existing new towns are ill-

defined and unprofitable. Eighty percent of then are economic failures:

Raving looked at the financing of a nurrcrpf new tQw.D..to detail,

Vr.Zuokerman didntt feel it was necessary to do that much more documenta-

tion of the fact that the developers sir.-ply cannot sustain themselves

over the long run necessary to make a new town pay off.

A. Private Finance Mr. flaar felt '.;e had safficient information in

this area and that there was no reason to do much rare research

at this point.

B. Public Incentives

1.	 Title X - The Department has really had no experience with

this title. The history of the program can be documented

internally. In two weeks Dwight Rettie will report on

where the program stands.

2.	 Other Incentives. i-lr.Zuckerman will look at tax incentives.

Whst is needed here is a very specific paper. Bernie ;:ounan

at the University of ?enrsylvania was sugrested by :r. Hear
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as some one who in a couple of days could provide tone

concrete suggestions in this field. Dan Holland will try

to think of some one who could examine State and local

taxes. Will Steger and Ronald Welch were othar nres

suggested. Morris Beck at Putgers was mentioned as someone

who could exa-iine the relationship between local, State,

and Federal tax issues.

C.	 Direct Public Support The packaging of existing Federal aids	

could go on at the sa:ne time as other public incentives are	

being investigated. Four weeks fron now this packaging should	

be done and a paper outlining the issues involved should er.erge	

from Art Davis in two weeks.

land Assembly and Disposition

Issue. The question of assembly and disposition was one which everyone

felt constitutes an aspect of the new towns picture which requires much

careful thought. te are in no position at the no-.tent to tell what kinds

of institutions--public and private--can be gi-icn the ca?acity to put

together the land base for a new community.

Acquisition
P t c-dPrivate Acqu:&tion Mr. Haar felt a special study was necessary

in this area; Draper from MD should be involved. Coleman Woodbury,

- Donald Shoup, Mandelker, Charles Nessin, ;alter E. Meier and

David Cavers were other nates suggested for a pointed examination

of how to avoid the pitfalls in the area of private acutsLticr,.


